NOTE: The following is a compiled list of public comments concerning the Teanaway Community Forest,
received at the Advisory Committee meeting at the Teanaway Grange, from letters, and from the online
survey tool.

Teanaway Community Forest – public comments given at the Advisory
Committee meeting, 2/12/2015


Lana Thomas Cruse – would like to see that there is a possibility for an amendment for the
11 year plan in case there is some unknown incident that happens.



Lloyd Fetterly – Great project. Going to legislature every year may look like dead weight. An
idea of having a non‐profit to help is important.



John Dewitt – He is a fan of recreational use in the TCF but not if it is going to destroy the
environment; would like to see a balance between environment and recreation even if that
means limiting recreational access. Don’t let the loudest voices and money overshadow the
decision for balance.

Teanaway Community Forest – public comments given as letters,
2/3/2015 – 2/18/2015
February 11, 2015
Hi there ‐ just received current update re Teanaway ‐ I am wondering when, if at all, might the
recreation information also include packstock (to included llamas and packgoats)? Also I am looking at
the photos on the website and I see a bicyclist with his unleashed dog ‐ please tell me there is going to
be a rule for dogs on leads on trails?
February 23rd, 2015
I am hoping the committee will recommend no motorized access to the TCF with noise concerns being
one of the factors important in protecting the wildlife. I think it [this article] is pertinent to the issue
of motorized vehicles in the forest. Sharon Jenson
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Teanaway Community Forest, public comments given to the online
survey tool
2/3/2015 ‐ 2/18/2015
Total Comments ‐ 34

Goal 1 ‐ Protect and enhance the water supply and protect the watershed – 0 comments
Goal 2 ‐ Maintain working lands for forestry and domestic livestock grazing while protecting key
watershed functions and aquatic habitat – 0 comments
Goal 3 ‐ Maintain and where possible expand recreational opportunities consistent with watershed
protection, for activities such as hiking, fishing, hunting, camping, birding and snowmobiling – 34
comments

02/18/2015 My family and I have spent many weekends in the Tanuem area camping along the
river, riding dirt bikes to different view points, volunteering to keep trails clear and
safe. This area has so many outdoor opportunities for the whole community that
our friends and family are hoping that all of the different user groups are able to
have the same access as we have in the past years. This area is possibly the most
diverse riding area in state of Washington. We as orv enthusiasts have always and
would continue to take care of this special place.
02/18/2015 Since the state is taking it's time drawing up and implementing a motorized
recreation plan, I think all plated vehicles, including ORV's, should be allowed on
existing logging roads. If cops, foresters, biologists, and cabin owners can drive back
there, why can't the public? We own it and I demand equal access to it. Otherwise,
obey the no motorized rules and patrol, study, and access by foot. Only fair.
02/18/2015 Quick fact. There are zero miles of public trails closed to hikers in all of Washington
state. There are zero miles of trails open to orv's in King county. Pierce and
Snohomish counties have just several miles of trails open to ORV's. ORV users have
to purchase licensing tabs every year. Hikers, Mtn. bikers, horseback riders, and
everyone else do not. The ORV community is the most marginalized, discriminated
against user group in this state. We have to travel several hours from a metro area
just to legally use our vehicles and now you want to take that from us as well. Show
some tolerance to people different than you.
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02/17/2015 I and my family have enjoyed motorcycle riding for years.Please keep the trails
open for use. Thanks
02/17/2015 hoping to keep ORV/dirt bike trails open in the area and new trails added
02/17/2015 My wife and four kids are all long time dirt bike riders. We’ve ridden in the
Teanaway trail system for over 25yrs and want to ensure it stays open for trail use.
Thank you.
02/17/2015 Please allow motorized use. This area has been a staple in our family's yearly
recreation and traditions. We always make sure to leave the area cleaner than it
was before we arrived and make sure to tread lightly.
02/17/2015 I would like to thank everyone in the committee for their continued efforts on
creating a management plan for the Teanaway Community Forest. I am very excited
that motorized recreational use is being considered and just want to encourage you
to continue making a plan that with allow ALL user groups access to this beautiful
area.
02/17/2015 Keep our forest open to off road it brings money to local business and families get
to enjoy it together
02/17/2015 I would like to ask if you keep the trails open. I've been riding on them for years, it's
a place where I can escape and get away. Before closing them think about passing
some kinda background check maybe or something long lines of that. Please don't
close down the trails.
02/17/2015 I believe the Teanaway Community forest should provide opportunities for all forms
of recreation. This includes motorized and non‐motorized recreation. The
opportunities should be designed for the user base and built to attract
recreationalists from outlying areas into the area to promote local businesses. The
forest should also be managed as a resource and not squandered like other public
agency lands. There is enough of a landbase to warrant a healthy sustainable
harvest level. All forms of modern silviculture should be used, including even‐aged
harvests when warranted. Motorized recreation, non‐motorized recreation, and
sustainable forest practices can all live together in the Teanaway Community Forest.
02/17/2015 This is truly the favorite ride of my summer. Nothing is better than riding my CRF450
motorcycle with my friends on the trails I grew up riding as a kid.
02/17/2015 As a long time forest user and recreational off road motorcycle user in the
Teanaway area, I would like to raise my support for continued access. I am a
property owner in Ronald and losing access to this treasure would be devastating to
my family and our choice of recreation.
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02/17/2015 The Teanaway has a long history of motorized recreation including on‐road, off
road, atv, motorcycle, 4 wheel drive and also a long history of equestrian access.
State stewardship of this area should preserve those uses, not cut them off because
of a change in ownership. There are increasing acres of Wilderness area that
prevents off‐road motorized recreation, there is no need to additionally restrict the
Teanaway Community Forest. This is a community forest and should follow that
recreational access is available for all user groups. Also, I believe state lands legally
must provide access for all recreational user groups so to deny this use will just end
up in costly litigation. ‐ Thanks
02/17/2015 Please keep trails open. This is important for families getting kids away from video
games and appreciating the outdoors.
02/17/2015 To whom it may concern: I lived in Colorado for years but grew up in WA and ive
seen first hand the positive sides to opening areas up that allow motorized use. If
areas are maintained and cared forit decreasing stress on surrounding areas and
keeps the users within the approved areas. Making everyone happy. Thank you for
your time
02/17/2015 Hi, I would like to make a few comments regarding access to the Teanaway
Community Forest and it's environs. I've been an avid recreationalist in this area for
many years, and would like to make it abundantly clear that I'd like all types of
outdoor enthusiasts to maintain access. Although I am first a hiker and secondly a
bicyclist, I've had nothing but positive interactions with the ORV population, who I
am aware are always the first group threatened by restrictions and closures. I've
been impressed by trail maintenance work that volunteer ORV groups have
undertaken, and have always found my interactions on trails with them pleasant
and mutually understanding. Mutual respect is absolutely necessary for our
communities to thrive, especially in the context of Washington state's highly prized
outdoor recreation areas. Please ensure that all community members ‐ whether
hikers, berry pickers, dirt bike riders, or other ‐ have appropriate access to our
beautiful trail systems.
02/17/2015 Manage for multi use, allow for a more balanced motorized use of the forest.
02/17/2015 Even though I am a mountain biker, I think that all users should be allowed access to
the Forest. Granted they can be noisy but they pay taxes too. Plus there is room for
all of us. It may be a little more work to administer but worth the effort in the long
run. Both in tourist dollars and in good will.
02/17/2015 Please preserve and/or create motorized recreation opportunities as they are
dwindling at an alarming rate.
02/17/2015 For the second time we have been shot at on public land in Kittitas County with no
response made by the Kittitas County Sherriff's Office after reporting the offenses.
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Apparently it is OK to shoot at people who are using public lands riding horses or
walking dogs as long as you are 1. No poaching (there is no season on humans) 2.
Attempting to scare or intimidate but not actually harm the individuals you are
shooting at. 3. Just too stupid to realize you may cause harm by scaring the horses
the people are riding. Shame on you Kittitas County Sherriff's Office!! The second
time was just this last weekend on TCF land that surrounds private land at 10131
Teanaway Road. When Dept of Fish and Wildlife was called about the incident they
refused to respond because it did not involve poaching. The Kittitas County Sherriff
who returned our call was not even aware of any public land in the area and refused
to respond. Who will be responsible for enforcing order in the TCF???
02/17/2015 Please allow for responsible motorized access in TCF.
02/17/2015 Please provide opportunities for ORV use in the Teanaway Community Forest.
02/17/2015 I am cautiously grateful for the committees wise decision to allow motorized
recreation in the TCF. This is a working forest where commercial timber harvest and
vehicle use will continue to occur. Seems absurd to log an area with motorized
vehicles but not allow the tax payers the same access to the land. Honestly, what is
more offensive, a clear cut or the sound of my atv. What causes more damage, an
excavator and log truck or a 220lb dirtbike. Those who think this is some pristine
forest have obviously never been in the TCF. It is a logged out, beat up forest. Why
do you think the state got it so cheap. There are zero, I repeat, zero miles of trails in
this state closed to hikers. Motorized users, on the other hand, have to travel
several hours from Seattle just to use a legal trail that their tax dollars and orv tags
pay for. This state already has the highest percentage of land set aside free of
motorized use (wilderness areas) than any other state in the lower 48. The citizens
need additional motorized recreation access and working forests are the perfect
place for us. Otherwise, have the legislature vote it wilderness, and stop logging it
and selling the water rights to wealthy farmers and developers. At least then you
won't be hypocrites.
02/13/2015 I have been recreating in the Teanaway for many years. I have witnessed in the last
decade a strong movement to stop all motorize access to this area. Historically
Snow mobiles, motorcycles and vehicles (trucks, log trucks) have used this area as
well as non motorized. Please don't marginalize one group to favor another. Horses,
the trucks and trailers that bring them in along with there weedy hay do a
significant amount of damage as well but no one is trying to stop there access. I
believe the area should be used for all types of recreation, and managed in a
manner that reflects all the publics needs not just a few groups.
02/12/2015 how about limited motor use.loop from 29 pines to camp lake n back to north fork
road n no NEW passes to use area rec pass should be good
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02/12/2015 At one of your meetings I attended you were considering motorcycle riding in the
Teanaway. I spoke with several of your members and I feel compelled to write your
committee also and give you my opinion on why I feel that motorcycle use should
be banned from the Teanaway. I would like to start by giving you my background on
my knowledge of the woods of the Teanway and then explain why I feel they should
be banned from the Teanaway area. I started coming to the Teanaway in the mid
70’s to motorcycle ride. I was coming here literally every week end to camp out and
ride. I fell in love with this valley and in the late 1980’s bought a house here. I now
live here most of the year. I own two motorcycles and an ATV. When off road
riding was banned I motorcycled the roads and I have ridden my horse over every
part of this beautiful valley. It was only after I started riding my horse through these
woods that I discovered how beautiful and fragile it is. In years past I would sponsor
a week end of riding horses in the Teanaway with up to 20+ horses at my place. I
know the vast wildlife and beauty that this land has. I am deeply concerned about
what will happen to this land if the motorcycle riding area is expanded. I have
watched over the years since there is no more patrolling the area like the timber
company once did and watched how motorcyclists have affected this valley. I see
how riders ignore going on the trails they are suppose to ride on and instead ride
cross country through the woods they are banned from and through the land of
those who live here. They keep tearing down fences put up to keep them from
riding on private property and areas where they are not suppose to ride and do
whatever they please. They speed down the trails and through housing areas
ignoring speed limits. I have personally almost been run over by speeding riders.
They tear through creeks and spring thaw destroying the land. I don’t feel the trails
that are allowed for riders to use should be continued for use either since they
really aren’t that great for riding on and encourage riders to go cross country
instead. Another issue is fire danger of those who ignore the rules and ride through
dry areas in the summer and greatly increase the chance for starting a fire leaving
many people homeless. This area is a ticking time bomb for a devastating fire.
When the timber company stopped the patrol of the woods, motorcycle activity
increased almost immediately and it became a rule‐less land. This valley is
magnificently filled with so many varieties of wildlife. I have seen every kind of wild
life there is in the backwoods on my horse and they should be protected. Near my
house is a mother bear who continually is seen with her cub or now with twins. We
need to protect their habitat. I definitely believe without a doubt that they should
be banned from the middle fork trail because they continually have to cross the
river. I was shocked the first time I motorcycled that trail. I couldn’t believe that it
was legal to go pouncing through the river like that. I could not with good conscious
ever ride that trail again on my motorcycle because I feel it is destroying the river. I
believe that motorcyclists should have trails to ride and enjoy but this area is just is
too fragile to support motorcycle activity. There are areas open to riding already
that I can go to and this area just isn’t the right place for that. Sure it would be
quite convenient for me to say open it all up but after experiencing the real
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backcountry of the area I just can’t say open it up. I feel the horseback activity
should be allowed to continue. The riders I’ve experienced are aware of minding
the rules of the land. There are hundreds of deer trails and we use these trails and
stay off going cross country. The deer actually are curious of the horses and are
usually not spooked by them. I would like to comment on one more thing. I believe
the cows that are here in the summer provide a valuable service by eating the
vegetation. We put out a campfire left unattended not too far from where the cows
tend to be and I am convinced that if they had not been around to eat the
vegetation a raging fire could of started before we got there but thanks to their
grazing we got there in time to put out a small fire that had started outside the pit.
Only those of us who live and enjoy these woods know what they are like. If you
haven’t experienced this beautiful land I don’t see how you can really say how they
should be used. I believe you should listen to us to decide on its future. As I always
tell people, other areas used to have a beautiful valley like this, other areas wished
they had a valley like this but we still have a beautiful valley. Let’s not follow the
others and lose it forever.
02/12/2015 Please do not expand the allowed motorized usage without an in depth study of the
impacts. Make sure that there is strict enforcement of the rules whatever they end
up. The rules mean nothing if people know they will not be enforced.
02/11/2015 I invite all Committee members who think expanding TCF access to the ORV
community to visit areas that currently have orvs on the trails. If you have NOT
visited the Little Naches area (from Crow Creek Campground, north to the pass. This
area is accessed off highway 410), I recommend you do so, in the summer.
It is a
good example of what happens when you open up an area to the ORV community.
The area is now almost exclusively ORV, because the rest of the user groups 1) feel
unsafe on the trails with these fast‐moving vehicles); 2) noise pollution; and 3) the
trails have been destroyed by the vehicles. Dirt bikes & quads cause the fine
sediments to disperse (dust plumes), and leave only rock in their wake. Mud
doesn't bother this user group, either, so no matter the condition of the trail, they
will tackle it, resulting in huge ruts and unhikeable areas. I understand Highway
410 issues are not of concern to the committee; I am using it as an example of what
will happen to the TCF if it is opened up to increased ORV use. The ORV
community already has huge tracts of land open to them, from Manastash to
Robinson, all the way up to Taneum and up to Peoh Point. On the other side of the
valley, they have the forests up above Ellensburg. To the west of the Teanway,
they have access to almost all trails outside wilderness boundaries, from Lake Cle
Elum to Kachess. Please do not give them this little piece of restricted forest, also.
02/10/2015 I have a home along the Middle Fork Teanaway and hike, bicycle, ski and snow shoe
in the area most weekends. In a few years I will likely retire there. I have seen a lot
of wildlife on my wanderings in the Teanaway. Recently, I observed at least 8‐9 deer
while walking in the West Fork area. I think that motorized vehicles must be
disturbing to these animals as well as the peace I seek there. I'm in favor of limiting
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the use of motorized vehicles to no more area than they already have legal access
to. I have observed torn up trails and have often seen motorcycles and ATV's in
areas that are clearly marked closed to them. There are hundreds of miles of roads
they already have access to in the forest.
02/10/2015 I would ask that the new TCF not allow motorcycle or ATV traffic on the trails. The
reason being that there is already a huge amount of mileage in the Wenatchee
National Forest part of Teanaway that is open to them. I do appreciate motorcycles,
I have a license endorsement and have no problem with the trails that they are on
but it does impact the quality of life of non‐motorized travelers. Thanks for
considering my request!
02/10/2015 I am a Kittitas County resident, and have used the area that is currently the TCF for
years. I use it for a number of recreational purposes, year‐round.
Local residents
(ie people who live here in Kittitas County) appreciate the access they have enjoyed
in this area, back when it was owned by the logging company, and now.
I, and
many like me, however, do not appreciate recent attempts by the jeep, quad, and
motorcycle contingent to be allowed more access to the area. They already overrun
all of the Manastash, Taneum, and Peoh Point areas of National Forest. They also
use certain legal‐access areas around Lake Cle Elum heavily. We go to the area
that is currently the TCF to ESCAPE the noise and danger (I've almost been run over
by motorcycles blindly whipping around curves in Taneum many a time) we
experience elsewhere on trails where multi‐user includes ORV. PLease do not do
this to us here in the TCF, too. They already have access to Yellow Hill and Middle
Fork, and can make a continuous run to Blewett by coming down the Yellow Hill
Trail (or Middle Fork), and then taking North Fork trail up to FS Rd 9703, where they
have a plethora of motorbike‐legal trails that go all over up top there, and down to
Blewett.
02/06/2015 I am so tired of reading about how horrible and disrespectful off‐road motorists are.
The battle between the tree hugging granola bar bird watchers and the rest of us
has been going on forever. They want the forest all to them selves, how is that a
community forest? I'm locally born and raised in the valley and have spent much of
my time in the Teanaway, one thing I was looking forward to with the community
forest was more motor vehicle access, as it is right now you are not allowed to
travel any roads in the Teanaway. Not everyone is out there looking to destroy the
forest, what about the rest of us who are RESPONSIBLE on a ATV? I am willing to
share the forest with those who want to do their bird watching, but those same
people are not wiling to share with anyone else, so to that I say get back in your
Subaru, get back on I90 and head west. Find somewhere in King county to watch
seagulls, I propose we only let members of our community here in Kittitas county
use the community forest of Teanaway, how does that sound?
Goal 4 ‐ Conserve and restore vital habitat for fish, including steelhead, spring chinook, and bull trout,
and wildlife, including deer, elk, large predators, and spotted owls – 0 comment
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Goal 5 Support a strong community partnership in which the Yakama Nation, residents, business
owners, local governments, conservation groups and others provide advice about ongoing land
management – 1 comment

02/17/2015 Why are so many of the Committee not from the area in which the Community
Forest is located? It is a Kittitas County community, and I do not understand why
the opinions of so many people that do not even live here are even being
considered. I feel that the adjacent property owners should be given highest
consideration first and foremost (of which I am NOT one of ), and then extend
priority to the nearby communities, in terms of the recreation plan. I think it is
horrible that you may consider changing the ORV laws to 'yes, they are allowed',
when all of those residents bought their property under a different set of
expectations. Ie, the expectation for a scenic, quiet, low impact community.
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